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Brief introduction on Dutch and Chinese Business

This publication, introduces the members of DCCC and the

European investment to China, is the Chinese-English one that

publics in Europe and China. This publication reports all the infor-

mation about attracting investment of all regions in China and

helps the local governments and enterprises to attract investors. It

introduces international fund, technology, talents into China and

helps to adjust the industry structure so that all kinds of industries

can grow up in China rapidly with the participate of experts in

economic and investment. Because of its speciality in converting

information and its exactitude in introducing investment environ-

ment it gets high praise from different institutes and members. Its

tenet is that grasping the investment demands of European devel-

oped countries, introducing the business information, investment

environment, policies and large attracting investment activities of

mainland, China, being the good bridge between them.

The sphere of publication: edited by DCCC, pubic to inner

member, the main publication, especial publication and special

publication are all presenters.

   In Europe: The Investment Agency, Cooperating Company,

Europe and China Association, West Holland Foreign Investment

Department, China Embassy and Business Office in all European

Countries, Member Companies and relate agency;

   In China: The Holland Embassy, some Overseas Chinese

Corporate, Business Association, provincial and municipal

governments, Foreign Economic Department, leaders of state and

provincial Development Zones, Chinese members and relate

institutes.

   Its contents:   The policies and rules of investment in China,

the look of Development Zones, projects of investment, experience

of investment and opportunity of attracting investment, trade

platform, news about China and Europe Investment and Trade, aims

of European enterprises, high & new technology projects, famous

people in investment and China Painting and Art and so on.

   Our government thinks much of DCCC. The effective Chi-

nese group in Europe is made up of many enterprises, among them

the number of the enterprises own by Chinese is larger. There are

more than 1000 overseas Chinese leaders and enterprisers. The

members of this group distributes over 20 European countries and

regions with its headquarter in Hague. Chairman Hujintao,

Jiangzemin and other leaders met the directors of DCCC and gave

high praise for their contribution.

The main management concept of DCCC is Innovation and

Development in reality.

  More information more opportunities more services

Dutch and Chinese Business
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单位：亿元 本年累计 增长率 

农林牧渔业总产值 12285.9 4.9% 

# 农业 4989.1 5.3% 

林业 514.4 -2.9% 

牧业 5096.1 5.3% 

渔业 1255.6 5.0% 

1-5 43.7%

1-5

4258 43.7% 1-4 2

2004 GDP 9.7%

2004 GDP 58788

2 0 0 4 9.7% GDP

15 GDP

9.69% 9.66%

15 0.1

1-7 31.1%

1-7 50

27116 31.1% 1-6

15710 27.

5% 5061 26% 4274

5.7% 1-6 4.4

22842

37.2% 1.3

5199  41.6%
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500

5199 41.6%

1-5 2.1

160.18 15.41

2615

42.6% 1-5 0.9

222 29.6% 3.8

74 31% 3.1

2457 38.6% 0.9

1660 37.1% 4.8

                                           1-8                     

名称 8月份进口  1-8月进口 累计同比% 8月出口 1-8月出口 累计同比% 

大豆 188300 6933400 +242.0 16100 15300 +7.0 

豆油 12089 277546 -53.0 1356 21198 -- 

豆粕 170766 296686 +21.9 3392 15300 +602.4 

 

494 49.8% 5.7

GSM 3

GSM

3 55

TCL 13 12 11

91 9

91% 7

70%

17

1970

6 24

98%

It is a kind of medicine smeared on the skin which can fight

hyperplasia in bones. Now we are looking for the cooperator.

Doctor Song is the orthopaedics doctor. After 17 years I

make success in using such medicine to smear on the skin. Since

1970 I has cured more than 1000 patients in three months most no

matter where the bone spur is.

The character of this medicine is to function directly on the

bone spur, and it can last 6 hours to 24 hours. It is liquid so that it

can be imbibe quickly. It is Chinese traditional medicine and no

side effect. If you insist on using it, the cure rate is up to 98%.
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Changchun High & New Technology Development Zone is

the state zone which was built in 1991 with the approval of State

Council. Covering an area of 78.6 sq. km., it lies in the Southwest

of Changchun which is called The City of Technology and The

City of Culture. Since the foundation of the zone with "Develop-

ing High Technology and Realizing industrialization" as its tenet,

Changchun High & New Technology Development Zone has de-

veloped rapidly. In recent years it lies in the front of 53 state

zones according to the comprehensive economy. It was chosen as

the "Advanced State High & New Technology Development Zone"

twice by Science and Technology Department, and got the honor

of "Excellent Management of High & New Technology Develop-

ment Zone".

Over many years by right of good geographical position,

the advantage of technology and talents and nice cultural sphere

the zone has been dedicating itself to become the resource of new

technical products and high $ new technology industry and put

into forward three stratagem, the extend of main industry, the

support of large program and development effected by whole

zone. All the efforts are to make the zone become the base of the

national high $ new technology industry and of industrialization

of the high $ new technology industry, the export base of high &

new technology products and training base of high & new tech-

nology enterprisers. Gradually the five main industries have come

into being: Biology and Medicine, Electric Technology, Advanced

Manufacturing Technology, Information Technology and New

Materials, and the industrial pattern of multigarden in one zone.

In 2002 Changchun High & New Technology Development Zone

became the third Model Zone since the state issued the system of

Knowledge Property Right. At present the number of enterprises

in the zone is 1753, among them 860 are high &new technology

enterprises. Because of the good investment environment and

rich investment return many businessmen from more than 30

states and regions such as U.S, Germany, Japan, Korea, Hong

Kong and Taiwan has come there for investment.

    
Good Place for Investment and Developing Industry
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Changchun High & New Technology Development Zone

Preferential incentives of high & new technological enterprises

In accordance with < Science & Technology Advance Laws

of People's Republic of China >, No.12 [1992] document issued

by State Council, and the relevant

regulations issued by provincial,

municipal government and the

Zone, high & new technological en-

terprises in the Zone enjoy the fol-
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lowing preferential incentives:

1. A 15% preferential income tax shall be levied on income

derived from high & new enterprises in the Zone, export enter-

prises of which export output value exceeds 70% of total output in

any one year, 10% income tax shall be evied.

2. As to newly-established enterprises, income tax shall be

exempt within 2 years starting from normal operation; as to newly-

built Sino-foreign joint venture, lf which contract life is over 10

years, income tax shall be exempt in first 2 years commencing from

the first profit-making year.

3. Construction tax (or investment direction regulation tax )

shall be exempt for domestic-funded enterprises in aspect of build-

ings used for technology development and production or business.

4. Quick depreciation shall be conducted on instrument and

equipment used in development of high & new technology and in

production of high & new technological products.

5. Enterprise that produces export products, except for prod-

ucts that are prohibited to export or specified separately shall be

exempt from export customs duty. Raw materials, parts, acces-

sory components that are imported to produce high-tech products

shall be exempt from import customs duty.

6. After being approved by China Customs, enterprise may

set up bonded ware-house and bonded factory within the Zone.

7. Imported production equipment of foreign-funded enter-

prise within total investment shall be exempt from import cus-

toms duty and import turnover value-added tax of import customs

duty.

8. Profit originating form foreign-funded enterprise shall be

exempt from income tax if the profit is remitted abroad.

9. As to self-developed software that is sold by the enterprise,

part that exceeds actual tax by 3% shall be exempt immediately

after being levied.

10. Multiple costs incurred in development of new product,

new technology and new processing, if increase exceeds 10%, shall

balance taxable income on basis of 50% of actual amount.

11. After enterprise has made application and approved by

Finance Department of the Zone, the enterprise may draw 10%

fund from technical net income to reward enterprise staff concerned.

12. Annual net income below 300000 RMB originated from

technical result transferring, and technical consultation, technical

service and technical training shall be tentatively exempt from en-

terprise income tax and business tax.

13. If high-tech result that has been certified by qualified

assessment authority is used as intangible asset to put into shares,

proportion between evaluated amount and investors, without any

limit, shall determine registered capital.

14. Newly-established enterprise or business with indepen-

dent accounting that is engaged in consultation(including technology,

law service, account, taxation), information, technical service, start-

ing from normal operation, shall be exempt from enterprise income

tax in the first year and the second year.

15. Newly-established enterprise or business with indepen-

dent accounting that is engaged in public facility, trading, material,

foreign commerce, service industry, cultural and education, health

care, starting from normal operation, if approved by tax authority,

shall enjoy treatment of reduction in enterprise income or shall be

exempt from enterprise income tax in the first year.

16. Key projects that comply with national industry policy,

comply with development orientation of the Zone, of which in-

vestment is great, technology-intensive and high repayment rate,

shall be treated separately according to its specific condition; and

shall enjoy special preferential incentives in aspect of land trans-

ferring price, charge of auxiliary services, rental of factory build-

ings and risk investment support etc.

2000 3000

 60%

ISO9001 AAA

4000 250
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Location and traffic advantage
Wth a population of 814 thousand, Fangshan district is in

southwest Beijing and is key in connection with Huabei, Dongbei

and Zhongyuan hinterland. It governs 22 villages and towns (office)

and covers an area of 2019 sq.km. Liangxiang where lies district

government is 20 km away from downtown. Beijing and is one of

the four central satellite cities according to the overall plan to

Beijing city . Jing-shi expressway, NO. 107 national highway,

Jing-guang railway and sixth circle converge here. Till 2010, the

total economic goal is to be model zone for capital modern

agriculture, holiday resort in capital Beijing, new industrial zone

for Beijing higher education and hi-technology, capital industrial

base for modern construction and building material, production

base for Beijing biological medicine, refined chemical and new ma-

terial and modern material communication base for Beijing

Traffic is convenient in Fangshan district. Two railway

arteries, Jing-guang and Jing-yuan railway together with their four

branches and 24 stations go through Fangshan. Jing-shi, Jing-zhou,

Jing-liang and Jing-yuan are across Fangshan district and there are

many district-level, town-level and village-level highways. The

length totals 1.86 thousand km. Road density ranks the first at

county-level in Beijing. Bus 917, 922, 616, 971 and 321 go directly

to downtown Beijing, which are convenient for inhabitants.

Abundant in humanities, tour and mine resources

Fangshan has a long history and there are many historic sites.

Among the 302 historic sites, there are one of World Cultural

Heritage, four of national Antique Sites, and fifteen of municipal

Antique Sites. Zhoukoudian ape-man relic is among the cultural

legacy of the world ratified by the U.N. The relics of Xizhou

dynasty Yan's capital, with a history of 3,000 years, was built in

BC1045. There are also many ancient pagodas, temples, town and

relics. Thereinto, pagodas of tang dynasty in Fangshan make up

one third of the extant across the whole country and account for

half of the total number within Beijing city.

The tour resource in Fangshan is on the top of Beijing suburbs.

Yunju Temple, Shangfangshan National Forest Park, Shidu,

Baihuashan and Shihua Cave. In 2003, there are 5.5million person-

time visiting Fangshan, and the tour income is 720million. There is

large space for the development of Fangshan tourism.

The reserves of marble in Fangshan reach 450 million steres.

There are more than 20 kinds developed, e.g. white marbles,

Shanshuiqing, Color marble and so on. Thereinto, the reserves of

white marble, granite and Yeyan are 800 steres, 400million and

120million. Fangshan is one of the "coal storehouse in Southwest

Beijing" for its 2.1 billion coal reserves. It is also abundant in

limestone, dolomite, silex and other mine resources. Terrestrial

heat resource is also rich in Liangxiang satellite. Terrestrial  heat of
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50 sq.km can be of some use and water temperature reach 70 ,

which is the virgin soil of Fangshan.

The Fifth Industrial Base Of Beijing Municipality-----Petro-

chemical New Material Industrial Base

Beijing Petrochemical New Material Industrial Base, the fifth

industrial base of Beijing Municipality, is established by Fangshan

District Government and Yanshan Petrochemical Co., Ltd, accord-

ing to the direction of Beijing's mayor Mr Wangqishan. It boasts of

its perfect system, sound layout, beautiful environment, modern

design, and will finally develop into an industrial base of national

grade. It lies in the east of Yanfang satellite city, with the total

planning area of 3220 ha., the first phase 2500 ha., the second 720

ha.. RMB 28 billion will be plunged into the base and mostly

develop petrochemical industry. Petrochemical, hi-tech industry

and deeply processing integrate as a whole, with intact industrial

chain and vivid industrial trait of the base.

Outstanding environments for investment

Fangshan District took the lead in coming on <compensating

plan for the revenue from operating the basic civicism

establishment>, which will extend the financing channel. It will

also show and promote the great step in getting into the civic

infrastructure. We have mended the The Suggestions on Expediting

the Private Self-employed Economy in order to ensure and facili-

tate the nonpublic economy. We constituted the Promotive Rules

of Expanding Opening up and Becoming the Strong District in

Inviting Investment, Fangshan District and the backup policy as

the groundwork for the whole district to be further developed into

the all-dimensional, high-level and wide-ranging opening pattern.

For a series of the preferential policies, our government promises

the encashment of the incentive policies. The special fund for

bounty will be set up and used only in encashment.

Fangshan people's government investment service hall con-

tains 26 units, which all insist on "one-gate service, parallel exam-

ine and approve, centralized charge, time slicking management,

awarding the certificates in unification". It provides "a series of"

open, practical, efficient and sincere services concerning policy

consultation, registration and ratification.

Fangshan District insists the form "government push, mar-

ket operate" for the sake of encouraging the overseas capitals and

the social capitals to adopt the international financing general way

for the infrastructural investment in the district such as subway,

road, electricity supply equipment and the construction of indus-

trial zones. Some agreements have been signed among Fangshan

government and China Construction Bank Beijing Branch and China

Development Bank, which can afford over 10 billion RMB to

guarantee the loans to large construction of infrastructure key

industrial zones and the development of important projects.

Abundant in economic

The goals of "the 10th five year plan" in Fngshan is : GDP

increase by 15%; local public revenue, 15%; delivery volume from

foreign trade,14.5%;annual average increase of employee's salary

and disposable income of rural people, 8%. Since 2002, GDP break

through 10 billion. All kinds of economic index keep fast increase.

And let growing, breeding, real estate, biological medicine and re-

fined chemical be dominant industry chain.

Outstanding investment environments attract more corpora-

tions and people to invest in Fangshan and develop Fangshan.

There are many famous corporations:  Tongli Corporation affili-

ated to Tsinghua University Enterprise Group, Beijing Four-Rings

pharmaceutical Science and Technology Co., Ltd, Beijing Tevico

Hi-tech Co., Ltd. Dahua Clothing Co., Ltd, and so on.

Foreign corporations invest in Fangshan hotly. There are

more than 400 corporations from 29 countries and regions invest-

ing here. The capital is about $300 million. There are some Top

500 investing in Fangshan: Mitsubishi Corporation, Toyota

Corporation, Beijing PLP Constructor Line Products Co., Ltd, and

so on.  In Fangshan, there are more than 100corporations exporting

more than 40 kinds of products.

Fangshan will seize the opportunity of entering WTO and

successfully gets the right of front for Olympic Games, and do

their best to construct Fangshan. According to the require of Present

Jiang, make full use of the long history of Fangshan, rich natural

resources, beautiful landscape and outstanding investment

environments, show the attraction and promote the development

of Fangshan. Wellcome friends to invest in Fangshan.
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Beijing East Logistic Center, 5.04 km2 in area as planned and

15.5km to the downtown area, is situated in southeast Beijing;

occupying the intersection of Jing-Jin-Tang Expressway and the

Sixth Ring Road, it enjoys convenient access to eleven express-

ways such as Jing-Shen, Jing-Ha, etc, it is 30-minute's drive to the

capital airport, and 60 minutes to Tianjin Port, all these equip the

    

Center to be the best point for transportation by air, land and

water for Beijing and an important logistic hub offering full cover-

age to the entire nation and the whole Asia Pacific region.

The Center is capable of multi-functions in inland port, goods

delivery, merchandise distribution, circulation and process, etc.

Emphasis is to be given to the construction of port facilities to

create a seaport for southeast Beijing; industrial distribution zone

is to be developed to form a gathering point for international

companies; the service and function of civil distribution zone is to

be enhanced to construct a logistic port to serve for the urban

development.

   

    (tel):  (010)60592266

    (fax):  (010)60592288

E-mail zs@bjelc.com.cn

    www.bjelc.com.cn

   (add):  

Tongzhou District. Beijing.China

(P.C):101102

Tongzhou District. Beijing    A Good Place for Investment
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34 89%

98 84%

       0563-4660063    12956351473 11

       242341

1 Market foregound

Chronic ulcerative colitis ,chronic colitis ,although os highest

by the European and American countries disease incidence rate ,

also is our county's common disease and frequently-occurring

disease. It has the close relation between chronic ulce

rative colitis and cancer of the intestines occurrence .Ot is

one of secious harming national health diseases .At present perma-

nently cures on clinical has the certain difficulty .It is one of our

country and even of global's difficult diseases ,without the well

medicine .the rate of radical cure is low .This adpt to bteat

outrepeatedly .At present ,there are a lot of relevant reports of the

treating of Chinese and west countries .Western medicine usually

get the fungus antiphlogistic ,such as ciprofloxalin hydrochloride

and amoxicillin ,Chinese medicine have no regular prescription ,it

usually treats by detoxification and astringent intestines ,theates

dialectically .Although there is some curative effect in above-men-

tioned theat of Chinese and western countries ,the radical cure rate

is low .Among them ,some western medicine is prone to take

poisonous effect for taking a long time .Chinesemedicine shows

the result slow l,need to tale for a long time. te are both no-ideal

treatments ,so it needs badly one mdficine which effect a racial

cure high to have no obvious poisonous effect for chronic enteritis

.our patent(02138144.5),the main form of the drug is the capsule ,

it has a good effect and a high radical cure rate .It has no obvious

poisonous effect ,it belongs to the pure traditional Chinesemedicine

preparation .It is the ideal medicine treating the colitis at present ,

it has oide market prospects ,extremely good elonomic ben-

efits and social benefit.

A traditional Chinese medicine which can cure colitis
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2  Characteristic of te products

This square rational creative effect of project team of patint

seresses that it is unique to select the medicine .Do not need to add

and take the nonpoisonows side effect for a long rime with the

antisepeic .The main medicine"you" ,has many functions , such as

diminish inflanmation .Stop the pain ,arrest blood and stop rush-

ing down ,if and to anxiliary medicine the curative effect is better ,

so this patent has advanced emergent novelty unigneness the cure

rate is up to 63.96%,it is up to 34.89%to show the result .always

up to 98.84%efficiently clinical verification shows that curative

effect stresses that has not found any poisonous side effect ,it is

the ideal medicines treating the colitis at present.

3  Practical and value to popularity

In sum the curative effectof this traditional Chinese medicine

is outstanding , and it is unique to select the medicine ,there is no

poisonous side effect it is sure to have advante ,uniqueness

andemergent novelty .It is the ideal medicine treating  the colitis at

present .And the cost is cheap ,medicine source is abundant ,the

manutacturing engineering is simple.Do not to need to add the

antiseptic,

it belong to the pure traditional Chinese medicine prepara-

tion ,so the marker prosrects are extremely good .It has good prac-

tical and value to popularize. Cooperative purpose :the cohole

country monopolizing and transferring ,disposable payment or

other ways.

Person to contact :  Zhang Tianshou

Telephone:  0563-4660063       13856351473(11)

Post code:   242341
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生产规模 

（吨/时） 

设 备投 资 

（万元） 

流 动  资 金 

（万元） 

厂 房面 积 

（米 2） 

职 工人 数 

（人） 

年 产 量 

（吨） 

年 产 值 

（万元） 

年 利 税 

（万元） 

2（小规模） 34 100 300 6 5000 1900 168 

5（中规模） 68 250 600 7 13000 4940 500 

 
   40% 5 10       80
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The Dutch Investment and Trade Visiting Group
About the group

The Dutch Investment and Trade Visiting Group is organized by DCCC to help the Dutch and European enterprises which have

the specific investment intent in mainland, China. In order to promote the development between China and Europe and between China

and Holland, and to introduce the programs of the local Merchants Steam Navigation and Developing Zone into the Dutch Investment

and Trade Visiting Group widely, and to promote the economic development of all regions China Office of DCCC puts forward the ways

of contact and serve for the local Merchants Steam Navigation and Developing Zone.

The case

From Sep 17. to 30, 2003 DCCC together with China Office of DCCC organized a group of 12 people flying from Amsterdam to

Beijing. The member were:

ROBERT satellite newspapers(Holland) President

W.N. Yuen satellite newspapers(Holland) Vice-president

M.T.LEE Jun Xiu Wen International Co.(Holland)President

Yang.X.K Holland St.Annie Food Co.,Ltd  President

Huang Yue Holland Jason Travel Agency   Chairman of the Board

Sun Huanran  Europe and China Holdings Co.(Holland)        Chairman of the Board

drs.L.S.Hu Apotheek Kortenbos apotheker

King.Far.Yang Holland Link-Eagle Holdings  Chairman

Weiseng Woo  European China Goods Removing Center  Vice general manager

Che Kwang Woo Agricultural Eduipment and Technology Co.LTD   Chairman of the Board

Visited places

Beijing Ningbo, Nanjing, Wenzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing and so on.

Cooperation intent

1. Holland Satellite Newspapers

2. Nanjing Retail Trade(super markets)(the fund of investment is 50 million RMB)

3. Import and Export Trade, such as export of machines for warming hands, 100 thousand;

Media Report

The website of Beijing Business Association and Brief of Beijing Business Association

The contents are as following: On Sep 29, 2003 Beijing Business Association organized some enterprises to meet the DCCC

Visiting group at the banquet held in Politics Association Conference Center, and after that they had an informal discussion. Ningchangqing,

the Party Secretary-general and administrative vice director, Wujie, the vice Party Secretary-general and vice director, Luxiaohua, the

secretary-general and Lihongjun, the vice secretary-general, they appeared the banquet.

Investment intent of the Dutch Investment and Trade Visiting Group
DCCC together with European Overseas Chinese Association organizes the group and chooses the following industries as the aims

of investment trade: 1. City Construction   2. Purchase of state-owned companies   3. Agriculture Projects   4. Environment Protection

Industry   5. Import and Export Trade   6. Help local government apply for loans from foreign government or World Bank or Asian Bank
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Zhangbaoning, a doctor, a professor, a director of doctors, the direc-

tor of galactophore center and the vice director of the Surgery for abdomen

of China Medical Science Academy and China Xiehe Medicine University.

And he is also the vice editor, administrative editor of many medicine

magazine.

He has worked in surgery field for 34 years and is good at galactophore,

alimentary canal and knub in parenchyma. He has researched the defend-

ing of the galactophore cancer and recta cancer. He has published 62

Chinese and English academic papers, 50 science articles, 7 translations

and joined the edition of 6 books. He has acquired a lot of achievements in

academy and hospital.

In June 2004 Zhangbaoning, the professor, published an very im-

portant paper in the class of the 5th National Normative Treatment for
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Galactophore Cancer and New Development.

He has done a lot of research in Galactophore Cancer

Treatment. He wrote several articles about the operation on how

to preserve the breast. He gives the details about before and after

the operation which makes people know more about such operation.

Professor Zhang has also written a article about the Status

and Reasearch of Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy, SLNB in the

Treatment of Galactophore Cancer, which shows the details about

the feasibility, veracity and practicability of SLNB. The article on

the Operation on Galactophore Cancer Oxter Lymph is his fore-

cast about new research for Galactophore Cancer operation.

Professor Zhangbaoning's research contributes a lot to the

theory of Galactophore Cancer operation and it promotes the de-

velopment of China's iatrology.
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With the time going on he composed a song with his life.

Living abroad for years brings him the deep miss to his motherland.

   It was the year 1981 that changed his fate, who taught in a

middle school at that time, and made him come to Holland, Europe

from Wenzhou, China. In the state of tulips blossoming everywhere

he went in for traditional business---Restaurant which overseas

Chinese engaged first. In the whole nine years he mastered Dutch

and knew Dutch literae humaniores and economic structure with

his surprising willpower and operated his restaurant very well.

Because of his good education and excellent English he adapted to

everything there. He wants to break single Restaurant structure

and get into the main stream of Dutch economy.

   Reformimg and Opening to the outside world created good

conditions for export of Chinese goods. Hsii Choy Ya saw the

Europe market so he held this chance to export a large quantity of

Chinese goods to Holland. Since 1989 the annual profits of his

Dutch Chinese Import and Export Company has been millions of

US $. Over many years his company has been not only the European

general agent for Chinese brands, such as Zhangyu Wine, Chunlan

Air-condition and motorcycle, Qingdao Beer, Dynasty and so on,

but also the European largest importer of Wenzhou brand---Yuetu

Air-condition. The lighter, old alcohol, special local products from

his hometown are necessary in the orders every time. This not

only exploits his own business but promotes the economic

development of motherland and his hometown. His profound

knowledge, high spirits, wisdom of enterpriser and brainwave of

businessman makes his import trade excellent and get high honor.

Until now his company has become one of the most influential

companies operated by overseas Chinese.

Because of the great effect to agriculture brought by China

entering WTO, in order to holding  the adjustment of the structure

of agricultural industry Hsii Choy Ya led Dutch experts in agriculture

and stock raising to investigate Chinese market and set up well-

bred stock raising development center, who made good use of the

advantage of Holland being the large agriculture state. Recently he

led his group to investigate and research Chinese fungus and farming

and side-line occupations produce machining, then made a feasible

report with experts and made sure the investment plan. He

cooperated with Agricultural Bionomics Technology Company of

Zhejiang University and prepared for setting up Compositive

Productive Bases for Agricultural High & New Technology. Being

the vice chairman of DCCC, he led overseas Chinese to much

wider economic field with his rich experience which was got from

operating different industries. In September, 2001 as the

representative of Chinese Businessmen he attended the 6th Chinese

Businessman Conference which was held in Nanjing His wisdom,

knowledge and business experience got him high pride from different

companies, such as Dutch Chinese Shopping City, Dutch OMAN

Co., Ltd, Belgium NEWCO International Corporation and so on.

They invited him to be the general manager. After being the general

manager of Dutch Chinese Shopping City the first thing that he did

was to lead the Attracting Investment Delegation to go to

Guangzhou, Wenzhou and other cities to attract investment together

with the mayor of  Zoetermeer in order to open the gate of Dutch

economy and trade to Chinese enterprises.

In addition to organizing and attending all group activities he

gave his money and devoted himself for Public Benefits Career. He

donated to World Nature Protection Fund Committee and some

International Beneficence Institutions more than once so that he

built and maintain friendly relationship with Dutch Royalty. This

relationship made Dutch Television Station build good relationship

with several China Television Stations and through this China's

Five Thousand years' History was introduced into the western,

this resulted in the exchange of Eastern and Western Culture. Though

he lived abroad he always missed his motherland that brought him

up. When the disasters took place he contributed funds and to

Hope Project and Education as well. Hsii Choy Ya thinks overseas

Chinese abroad not only completed the fund gathering but built up

the character of Chinese and raised the Chinese politics status. He

had attended Dialogue Conferences with government and tried his

best to protected the legal rights of overseas Chinese.

Nowadays he is preparing for a World Park on Chinese Culture

and Natural Scenery. His purpose is to let the whole world know

China and let China get into the world. Making progress with the

epoch coming and creating new things are his new aims in the new

century. From him people can see the heart of overseas Chinese

which devotes to his motherland.

Love his motherland deeply, and devote himself for it
                                  -------Hsii Choy Ya, vice chairman of DCCC
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